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Check out August 2018, 
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my questionnaire for the 
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HERE for quick access.
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Surveying My Boundaries
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This month I have learned a lot 

about boundaries. Not only am I 

taking an online college course in 

boundary law, but have stood up for 

my personal boundaries. If you have 

been following my life closely 

enough, you probably know that the 

work environment has not been my 

favorite place lately. After reporting 

the behaviors that I felt were 

unacceptable to HR I felt so much 

more in control of my life. She told 

me something very important:

R A N D O M  T H O U G H T S

I might be an obsessive list 
maker. Enjoy some of the 
things that pop into my head 
that I feel the need to write 
down.

if something or someone makes you uncomfortable, then it is a big deal. You define your 

own boundaries, and unlike legal boundaries, they can change and evolve. 

I have pushed my boundaries by starting an intensive therapy program. Dialectical 

Behavior Therapy (DBT) has already taught me about the importance of emotional 

validation. For so long I never allowed myself to admit my feelings, even to myself. DBT 

teaches one to both validate their own feelings and how to react appropriately. Basically, 

emotional validation and regulation. This particular program has been beneficial so far 

because I meet with a therapist individually as well as attend group sessions once a week 

to learn DBT skills. Additionally, I have learned who in my life provides the support I need 

for any given situation. For more information on DBT, click here.

https://open.spotify.com/user/1246715629/playlist/0e8UFy5Af9r45KFgUe9YHN?si=BOY6x5akSpiVfoXxWxFC3g
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2963469/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2963469/
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Random Thoughts
August has been a time of intense internal reflection. I have not been able to 
succinctly write about any one or two topics like in past editions. Because of 
the seriousness of some of the advice questions this month, I focused a lot on 
that section. I also highlighted great things my friends are doing. It is August 
28 and I am in the process of making multiple life changing decisions 
(surprise!). Read all about those in the next issue! But for now, enjoy some 
random thoughts from the depths of my mind.

A new feeling: seeing a dog you loved and adopted to their forever home being 
returned to the shelter. A new type of sadness and guilt.
I 've been thinking a lot about NYC lately, maybe someday I will move there.
I LOVE Target but always feel guilty not buying second hand or adding to mindless 
consumerism.
Also, sometimes when I'm feeling depressed I just want to go to Target, or really 
any grocery/home goods store, and walk around dreaming. I often have flashbacks 
to aisles of grocery stores
Graduate school??? What do I ultimately want to do/study? Where do I want to
go/stay? Should I go full time somewhere new for an adventure?
I am very emotional but also very logical, I think this leads to a lot of my internal 
conflicts and overthinking.
Hope is really important, especially having hope that things will get better.
Other important qualities: compassion, humility, accountability.
The thought of giving my 2-weeks notice seems satisfying but in reality I am 
terrified.
Why do we romanticize careers? For example, study engineering and you'll make a 
difference! In reality, study engineering and most likely add to society's problems 
(designing compliant sites for fast food restaurants that underpay their employees 
and undernourish the community). 
How do we find those impactful jobs within our career path? Where are they?
Stereotype threat and impostor syndrome can create a negative feedback loop. 
The additional stress from feeling like you don't belong and having to prove yourself 
can affect your work performance, then making you feel even less like you belong. 
Recommendation: podcast "Battle Tactics for Your Sexist Workplace" available on 
Apple Podcasts and NPR. Good listening for ALL. Especially if you do not think you 
are sexist. I admit to being sexist on occasion, it happens! But accountability!!
Do I want to buy a house? Am I going to stay here long enough to make that a wise 
investment? I would like to have some dogs or foster dogs and have a big fenced 
backyard for all their zoomies.
Ok just read an article that says that unless you plan on owning for at minimum 5 
years, keep on renting. That sounds like such a long commitment.
Do I have commitment issues?
But also I want to see Kansas City become an even better place for all people. And 
animals (duh). Maybe I will get involved in local government. Reach my full Leslie 
Knope potential.
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Craft Corner
Looking for a new hobby? Maybe knitting is for you. My junior year of college I 

made a wonderful friend, Khamini. I was having a rough year and experiencing 

my first serious depressive episode. She shared her friendship and support and I 

shared the art of knitting. A couple years later she has become quite the prolific 

fiber artist and inspires me to keep crafting. Here is what she has to say about 

knitting:

Knitting is just so much fun and meditative 

(when it's not frustrating ofc!). I love 

drawing/writing but I can really only enjoy 

drawing/writing something if I have a burst 

of inspiration. Otherwise it just feels like I'm 

doodling with no goal. With knitting, I'm 

constantly inspired to make different 

garments and learn new techniques. I don't 

find myself comparing my knits to others, 

because I knit things to suit my personal 

style. I feel better about knitting when I 

make things for myself, but I also love 

making for other people so it's a weird 

paradox. Of course I have slow days 

My favorite project would have to be my first 

sweater. It was the most challenging knitting 

project I have done so far, especially since I 

tried making it from scratch. But it really 

pushed me to learn new techniques and 

become more knowledgeable about garment 

construction. I can't wait to make my next 

sweater!

I've always wanted to learn how to knit but I 

finally got started knitting because you inspired 

me and showed me how doable and fun it was!

(months) when I don't knit. But I always find myself coming back to it after having a 

squish sesh with my yarn. The best part about fiber art is, hands down, the squishing 

of yarn. 

You can follow Khamini's yarn endeavors on Instagram, @khaminiknits. 
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#BIGPLANS
Yet another wonderful friend and subscriber is figuring out some of her passions in life. 

Sydney uses a fitstagram—fitness instagram—to share her fitness journey. If you’re 

interested in quality content, you can follow her @sydruns. She is currently training for 

half marathons (with a goal of under 2.5 hours) AND attending law school. This summer 

she had an internship where she learned, much like I have, that sitting at a desk with 

little work to do is just short of torture. So she has come up with what she calls her 

#BIGPLANS (currently in the works) and includes her fitstagram. I am excited to see how 

her #BIGPLANS evolve and support her in any way I can. 

Something I struggle with is overeating, particularly at night. But sometimes I really am 

hungry and need something to eat. Here are a couple of evening snack ideas from 

Sydney:

Protein frosty 

8oz almond milk (i use unsweetened vanilla)

- 1 serving protein powder of your choice (I use unflavored egg white protein powder 

from Julian's Bakery)

- 1/4 tsp xantham gum (this is the key ingredient to making it frosty consistency, but 

it isn't required necessarily. but it will take your shake TO THE NEXT LEVEL-- can be 

found in the baking area of the health food area of the store, generally. not the 

regular baking area! the health food section baking area).

- 1 tbsp chocolate (or whatever flavor you like -- vanilla is so good too!) dry pudding 

mix. yes you read that right. just do it and thank me later.

- A few drops of stevia (optional—the chocolate pudding does give a nice sweet 

taste but sometimes I add more because #sweets. If you don't use chocolate 

pudding mix and you're using say a chocolate protein powder, I'd recommend using 

the Stevia. A lot of this is based on personal preference—play around with it!) 

- SOMETIMESSSS i add in a piece of frozen chocolate because then you have little 

bitty chocolate pieces in it too and omg it's so good guys

BLEND FOR A MINUTE. If you have a shitty blender that will overheat if you blend for 

more than like 10 seconds that's okay -- just make sure you blend it for around a minute 

total. You want the xantham gum to have a chance to fluff it all up. Xantham gum is 

commonly used as a 'glue' for gluten free baking goods so they aren't as crumbly and 

stuff).

Alternatives to protein powder shakes

peanut butter and pretzels

a piece of toast with half a serving of Nutella

carrots dipped in peanut butter (ok Sydney, I’ll take your word on this one)

homemade trail mix (any type of nut, chocolate, pretzels, dried fruit, etc)

ONE serving of ice cream (LOL OK this requires too much self-control for me)

popcorn, hold the salt and butter, add cinnamon and sugar
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Dear ASM
What is the best way to deal with sexist men who don't think women 

should be on work sites—ignore/say something/something else??

You shouldn't have to deal with this at all. But unfortunately, this behavior is far too 

common. The most appropriate response depends on the situation. However, 

letting men act this way teaches them that it is okay or that they can get away 

with it. Harassment and discrimination is about power and fear. You probably have 

a lot more power than you realize. There should be someone within your 

company/workplace who will listen to you—a supervisor or even HR. It took me a 

long ass time to get the courage to say anything about my harassment, but 

ignoring it made it worse. I understand not feeling comfortable enough to say 

something or do something about it and you may need time. That's okay. Just know

that you are not alone and you are not wrong.

It's hard to say there is one best way, and the best way for you might not be the 

best for everyone. In general I try to remain calm (to maintain respect) and say 

something direct that lets them know you are aware of the bias and that you are 

not ok with it.

with no personal experience i would say do the best work you can and report to a 

superior ???

I would say something, but what exactly would depend on the situation and my 

relationship with that person. They need to be aware/educated.

try to work it out with the offender first. They will respect you for standing up for 

yourself, or they will be intimidated. If they are intimidated you will need to go up 

the chain of command. If it shows no sign of improvement, start job hunting while 

continuing to work at current job till you can have the ultimate satisfaction of 

telling them "bye Felicia"

It really depends on the situation. In my experiences, I reacted differently 

according to what position these men had. For example, I'd respond to sexist

construction workers/contractors with sassy or curt responses. When I was hit on 

my the site manager, I ignored it and immediately told the site manager. I found 

that if I put on a cold persona, no one bothered to talk to me at all (which I'm fine 

with). I ended up switching concentrations in environmental so I don't have to do 

field work anymore.

Ignoring sometimes would probably be fine but I think if it is an ongoing issue then 

thinking of a standard response would be good... something you say every single 

time. I just need to think more on what that response would be...

Speak with HR immediately. Write down specific incidents and their dates and 

times of occurrence. Arm yourself with knowledge and bring it forward.

Report sexism and remember that you belong anywhere you want to be.

How do you stay motivated at a job you aren't particularly fond of?
set an end date for yourself.

Paycheck. Do the checks clear? That's the motivator...

I start looking for a better one and call it an adventure.
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Dear ASM
MOTIVATING (continued)

How do you make cookies that taste better than the cookie dough? 

How do you console a sad friend? How do you decide where to live 

when you're concerned about gentrifying neighborhoods? How do you 

get 100% satisfaction rate from your restaurant visits? That's it!

I'd argue warm cookies always taste better than cookie dough (chocolate chip 

exclusively). I think the best way to console someone is just to listen and let them 

know that sometimes life sucks but you love them. Research turnover in the area 

and new home/ building construction vs. empty or decreasing new home/building 

in the area. Not sure what the last question means.

My favorite recipe - banana oatmeal chocolate chip cookies. Listen attentively to 

your sad friend, respect their decision to open up/not open up to you, make them 

a card. Gentrifying neighborhoods is something I'm looking for answers to as well— 

hopefully someone out there knows! Try new things when you feel like it, eat your 

usual when you feel like it. Always tip.

1) Impossible. 2) Listen - be a bowl others can pour themselves into. 3) I don't move 

to a place where my presence would cause the community more harm than good. 

4) From an owner perspective? Be kind and remember that some people really are 

just idiots. If the customer has a story to tell, listen to it genuinely.

Wow, this is a tough one, I think this is very hard but if anything I'd suggest finding 

parts of the job you like (maybe you like certain assignments or people, and 

maximizing those). If you hate every part of it...and you aren't already, please look 

for a new job! Work shouldn't be torture.

Control what you can and look for something good in each part of the day...what 

was good the first hour? Til lunch? Afternoon hours?

Set personal goals, either job-related (some task that you get satisfaction from) or 

not (goals for activities outside work that are financed by your earnings). Or start 

making plans to change jobs.

I find the things that I do enjoy about it and focus on that. I look forward the sense 

of accomplishment when I finish a task. Also I make my desk environment as bright 

and happy as possible. So far, I have 5 rubber duckies from Stevens, my 

engineering scale, tiny squishy animals, Powerpuff girl pins, a picture of my 

boyfriend and I, and other super cute things on my desk. It's a small spot of 

cuteness but I find myself smiling at it very often!!

First, start looking for new jobs and then start applying for jobs. It is always good 

to have options and you might surprise yourself. I have learned that "work is work" 

and that your dream job is still going to feel like work some days. However, some 

things that might make it better for you: ask for more responsibility, speak to your 

supervisor (or someone who can directly change your situation) about how you are 

feeling and see what options you have in your current position.
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Dear ASM
THAT'S IT (continued)

There are no cookies better than the dough. You let the friend know you're thinking 

of them and check-in on them often. Emphathy goes a long way. The 

neighborhood one is something I've thought about too... not sure the answer. And 

well there's no way to get 100% satisfaction if the food sucks, so. Wow I am shit at 

giving advice.

On the restaurant question: go to more expensive restaurants? Open your own? 

Seriously, I don't think you can get 100% satisfaction most of the time, so maybe 

prioritize your wants (a specific dish, good service, music you like, the atmosphere) 

and find places that excel in more than one of your priority areas.

4. Lower your expectations to something realistic. I like my food seasoned, 

vegetarian, and affordable. Wait staff don't need to treat me like I'm a god, just 

don't spit in my food and we good. Also don't be that person who's rude to wait 

staff!!!!!

Consoling a sad friend for me is just checking in, bringing a treat or meal, 

scheduling time to just be with them. Restaurants- I start with the attitude of 

gratitude with all that help me. Any interaction I try to make as positive as 

possible. Deciding where to live for me was less mostly about location to the 

things that I thought were most important... schools, shopping (food & other), ease 

of getting to everything. And I love both cookies and the dough so I have no idea 

how to fix the cookie!

1. Use tons of butter and chocolate chips. Eat fresh out the oven!!!!

2. I usually ask the friend what they need from me: advice, consolation, an ear to 

vent to, or just general affirmation. If they aren't sure what they need, I begin with 

general affirmations like: "that fucking sucks" or "that's unfair to you, I'm so sorry 

you have to go through that". I try to read cues too to determine what the friend 

really needs. 

3. I am from a low-income community of color. I've lived there my whole life. I am 

not so concerned about gentrifying neighborhoods since the neighborhoods in 

danger of being gentrified are like my own. The best thing you can do when 

searching for a place to live is advocate against rezoning, support local existing 

businesses, fight for fair rents (don't take financial support from your parents so 

you can afford a $4,000/month shoe box) and be kind to your neighbors. Don't 

call the cops on the people having a block barbecue. Don't complain to the 

landlord about loud music. Embrace the neighborhood that you CHOSE to live in.

Don't try to snuff out the existing culture because you are insecure about your own 

perceived lack of culture. When you move somewhere, you become a member of 

the community. Act like it.
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Dear ASM

From what you know about this person, are they self aware and adaptable? I think 

this is the most important part. There's always the chance that this person is trying 

to remedy their toxic behaviors. That's the situation where staying firm and telling 

them they are being abusive would be best for your mental health (since it is 

productive emotional labor in a way). If they're not receptive to it, cut off contact 

immediately!!!!!! I am so sorry you're going through this, my thoughts are with you 

<3

have a hard conversation with your partner. if they're not willing to admit to the 

abuse and work out a way to change, build up your support networks and leave.

LEAVE. Relationships should be the place you go for regeneration when the rest of 

the world brings you down.

as in all things its a weighing the pros and cons. Is the level of abuse tolerable in 

relation to the benefits. If you feel that abuse is not cleaning up after dinner, but is 

a otherwise great person, is it worth starting over. If you are in a seriously abusive 

relationship, bail now. You can find another that will be a step up. Also how much 

time have you invested in the relationship? Is the annoyance worth the benefits. 

Cost vs benefits. (including time spent) Also weighing in your age. If you are young 

you will have more time to develop new relationships. I believe that age gives you

a bit more perspective on what's tolerable vs what's not.

Therapy if you want to stay... I think abuse of any kind should signal time to leave. 

But therapy could give you the words and actions you need for boundaries in the 

relationship.

I hear you, I see you, and I believe you. Also I am sorry that you are going through 

this. Emotional abuse is still abuse. It is difficult to say without knowing the specific 

situation, but people rarely change. If you feel comfortable expressing your 

concerns to them, that is a good first step. If you don't feel comfortable, find 

someone close to you (both in relationship and geography) so that they know what 

you're going though. This can be a parent, friend, adult you trust. If you feel unsafe 

leaving (might become physically violent to you, them, others) or feel they might 

guilt you into staying, also relay this to your trusted person. It's a really tough 

situation because to an extent you love and care about them, so you feel 

obligated to take their feelings into consideration. However, I think that you are 

not responsible for their feelings because they have decided to not consider your 

feelings. Ultimately, do what is best for you and your overall health. I believe you 

will make the right decision and I support you.

I think leaving is the best option.

Write down incidents and when they occurred so you have a defense when your 

partner inevitably gas lights you and says it's not true. Write down a list of reasons 

why this relationship hurts you and stick to it. Write down why you want to leave 

them and stick to it. I promise, it will be worth it. Change your number and get your 

pals together for drinks and get out.

Leave. It will only get worse.

I have come to the realization that I am in an emotionally abusive 

relationship. Advice on staying firm or leaving?
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Dear ASM

I think you should go with what makes you happiest of course! I try to focus on my 

2 favorite hobbies (knitting and video games) the most, that way when I want to 

do another hobby (reading and watching anime lol) I can squeeze it in during a 

time when I do my regular hobbies and not feel deprived (since I do my main 

hobby so often!). I guess I have 2 regularly scheduled hobbies with guest

appearances from my other hobbies!

cost + physical activity + impact

Make a list and try them one at a time

try several things that you have been interested in or curious about. You will 

discover the ones that you like and continue and discard the ones that you are less 

interested in.

idk i struggle with this too so i went to law school and PROBLEM SOLVED I NO 

LONGER HAVE TIME FOR HOBBIES!!!!!

The future can be overwhelming, especially if you have a lot of goals and little free 

time. Sometimes you have to take things one day at a time. If you like doing a lot 

of different things, try to do a new thing each day. If you feel like running, go for a 

run, if you feel like sitting at home and reading a good book, do that. This is 

tougher when you have specific goals such as running a marathon. My routine 

involves running 3 times a week (since I'm training for a specific race) but on my 

other days I just exercise however I see fit. It allows me to focus on my goal at 

hand, but also to try different things such as swimming, biking, lifting, yoga, etc. 

And if you decide you don't really enjoy something, you don't have to do it! Unless 

it's like, paying taxes or something.

What's wrong with doing everything? A "Jack of all trades" is far more interesting 

than the master of one.

Pick one thing a month and dig deep into it. At the end of the month reflect on 

how it made you feel, drive to continue etc. Then try the next thing the next month. 

See what your thoughts are and then after trying all the things decide where you 

get the most joy.

How do I choose what hobbies to do when I want to do everything?
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THANK YOU
To everyone who has knowingly or unknowingly supported me since birth. Going through 

the questionnaires each month and reading what you have to share makes me feel so 

connected to all of you. 

Coming soon: Etsy store. Subscribers get a coupon code! Is that a thing on Etsy? I don't 

even know yet. Obviously this is still a work in progress. Trying to stock up on inventory:


